"You must come out to see this beautiful ball park"
BEDROC
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The Concrete Convention and Exposition
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The Concrete Convention

Seismic Separations
New Shear Walls
New Shear Walls in Void space
Canopy Fiber Wrap

New Shear Walls in Void space

Go forth into the great void!

New Grade Beams
The Concrete Convention and Exposition
The Concrete Convention
and Exposition
MORE SPACE!

…can we build this in 3 months?
The Concrete Convention and Exposition

- New Frame
- Existing Frame
- Seat Slab
- Shotcrete Wall
- Underpinning
- Shotcrete Wall
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BLDG 1

STADIUM STRUCTURE 1

STADIUM STRUCTURE 2

ON GRADE

BLDG 2

BLDG 3

The Concrete Convention and Exposition
Concession Counter?.... GRAGE BEAM!
The Concrete Convention and Exposition